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ABSTRACT

Mosques are among the most important building types for any community, where
Muslims gather for their prayers and social activities. Mosque architecture has
developed over history and faced several dramatic changes. This raises a
question regarding the reality of mosque architecture and how it should look like
today. This paper discusses this issue through a historical overview and some
critical observations. Firstly, the paper discusses the historical functional role of
mosque basic elements. Validity of these elements within the context of modern
architecture has been argued considering the contemporary inputs that have a
significant impact on mosque architecture. Several cases are presented and
discussed in this regard. The study concluded that there is a great symbolic and
spiritual value of these elements that should be maintained. The analysis carried
out of several contemporary cases revealed that there is a wide margin to revive
and reintroduce these elements in the light of the modern architectural trends.
In addition to their functional roles, mosque architectural elements could be used
as identity elements of the Islamic city, microclimatic modifiers, and linking tools
between the past and the present.
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INTRODUCTION

Since the early times of Islamic history, Muslims
have paid a lot of care to mosque architecture. This
could be noticed in the diversity of mosque elements
and styles that have been used across the history.
Several elements have been used for centuries in the
architecture of this unique type of buildings including
prayer hall, courtyard, dome, minaret, and iwan.
However, the contemporary development of
architecture in terms of technology and theory caused
confusion among architects of what mosque
architecture should look like. The common practice of
the mere copy of these elements from the historical
examples without understanding their original and
potential roles is controversial. Understanding the
background of the emergence of these elements and
how they have developed overtime should help
designers reintroduce mosque architecture in a way
that is consistent with its social, political, and technical
contexts. This forms a real challenge to designers,
which exposes the conflict that exists today between
modernism and vernacularism in mosque design. This
paper aims to investigate this issue in order to find out
how to achieve a proper contemporary utilisation of
the constituent elements of mosque architecture. It
begins with an overview on the development of
mosque architecture. Then, it discusses mosque design
within the context of contemporary architecture to
find out the potential contemporary reconsideration of
the historical elements of mosque architecture.

RESEARCH METHODS

This main research problem is to find out how to
reconsider the constituent historical elements of
mosque architecture in a way that bridge the gap
between the past and the present of mosque
architecture. This is a valid issue since a clear
divergence could be observed between the
vernacularism and modernism schools in mosque
architecture. To bridge the gap between these two
approaches, a review on the emergence and
development of mosque architectural elements has
been carried out. This is followed by a critical
discussion of the possible opportunities of
reintroducing these elements in a modern function and
synthesis. This has been done through a descriptive
approach based on a historical analysis and an
inductive review of several real-time examples. In this
context, the current trends of mosque architecture
have been distinguished, and necessity of the historical
elements in mosque architecture has been discussed.

DEVELOPMENT OF MOSQUE ARCHITECTURE

The year 622 was the year of migration to
Medina, hijrah, in which the Prophet Mohammed
(PBUH) established his mosque. This mosque is one of
the three main mosques in Islam: al-Haram Mosque in
Makkah, Prophet�s Mosque in Medina, and al-Aqsa
Mosque in Jerusalem. Books of history explained the
Prophet�s Mosque architecture, which is called today
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Al-Masjid Al-Nabawi. According to Hillenb
original mosque was built by the Prophet
his companions as a courtyard surround
walls and attached to a covered prayer she

(a): First Construction [2] (b): First 

Figure 1: An imagination of the Prophet�s M
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Minaret is the principal vertical feature of
mosque architecture. It is the tower from which prayer
call is historically performed five times a day. This has
been replaced by sound speakers nowadays. In
addition, some claim that it has a symbolic value
represented in raising the declaration of faith. One or
more minarets are usually attached to mosque prayer
hall. Minarets in the historical models have a variety of
forms. This is clear in Cairo, which is known as the city
of a thousand minarets. One main form is the square

one, which is found in Syria, North Africa, and Spain.
Another form is the spiral one. Minarets of Ibn Tulun
mosque and the Great Mosque of Samarra are famous
examples here. Also, the pencil-like minarets are
common in Anatolia. Finally, iwan is another historical
element of mosque architecture that could be found in
Persia. Iwan is a vaulted open hall with rectangular
arched facade used as a monumental entrance [4]. In
some examples, many iwans have been used in
different sides of the mosque courtyard.

1. Hypostyle mosques:

Location
The Arabian heartland, Spain and North
Africa

Location Sub-Saharan West Africa

Description
Hypostyle hall with flat or domed roof
attached to a courtyard

Description
Hypostyle hall using mud-brick or rammed-earth
construction

2. Mosques with central and covered interior:

Location Anatolia Location Southeast Asia

Description Central interior covered by a massive dome Description
Central interior covered by pyramidal roof
construction

3. Mosques with iwan (vaulted hall): 4. Mosques with triple dome:

Location Iran and central Asia Location The Indian subcontinent

Description
Similar to no. 1, but with iwan and dome on
the sides of a bi-axially divided courtyard

Description Triple-domed style with a large courtyard

5. Mosques with walled complex:

Location China

Description Detached pavilions within a walled garden enclosure

Figure 2: Illustration of the five basic categories of mosque architectural styles [4, adapted]
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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is despite of the fact that dome is a common
architectural element that has been used in the earliest
mosques and reached its peak in mosque of the Dome
of the Rock in Jerusalem built in the Umayyad dynasty
in the seventh century. In this century, minarets
started to be used in mosques [18], and were not
popular until the fourteenth and fifteenth century [2].

Figure 7: Mosque architectural elements [17, adapted]

In general, historical elements of mosque
architecture have achieved their validity by being in
use for centuries of the Islamic civilisation. The fact
that they have not been used in the first model didn�t
prevent their use later on as there is no particular
Islamic text in this regard. This means that historical
elements of mosques should be maintained and
enriched to provide the required symbolism. This has
to be done in an innovative way that harmonises with
the context of contemporary architecture without
being put into rigid moulds. This strikes a balance
between the need of preserving mosque identity and
the need of keeping the door open for innovation in
mosque architecture in a way that considers the local
and regional requirements.

Figure 8 shows some examples in this regard.
Some ideas depicted in the Figure are:

- The modern minaret design of al-Harithy mosque
in Jeddah, KSA.

- The modern structural system in in King Faisal
mosque in Islamabad, Pakistan. This system
allowed space enclosure similar to the dome and
possibly free of internal columns.

- The use of foldable structure to cover the
courtyard of the Central Mosque in London.

- The new proportions implemented in the design
of the dome and minaret in the famous Island
Mosque, Jeddah, KSA.

This means that designers nowadays have wide
margins to deal with mosque design in a contemporary
way without compromising its historical reference. The
author recommends that mosque architecture and its
constituent elements need to be perceived in the
contemporary context of architecture as:

- Linking tools between the past and the present:

Muslims are used to see mosque buildings in
specific styles or characters for several centuries.
This has created a spiritual link between them and
the spirit of the Islamic history and civilisation. The
current diverse trends of modern architecture
confirm the need to contextualise mosque
architecture. Considering the need to revitalise
the historical architecture of mosques, modern
architecture of Muslim societies needs to be
integrated in this regard [19].

- Identity elements of the Islamic city:

In fact, architecture is the most tangible physical
manifestation of our societies, which have the
ability to add a sense of civilization to their own
habitat [20]. This is critical considering that within
the context of globalization and contemporary
architecture, preserving city identity has become
an essential issue. The role of education,
regulations, and public awareness is essential here
[21]. Mosques are main elements in creating the
Islamic city image. Cities such as Cairo and
Istanbul are typical examples, where city skyline
and perspective are greatly dominated by this
type of building. Thus, on a city scale, the unique
style of mosques is essential in showing the
Islamic city identity and promoting the sense of
place among the inhabitants. Mosque
architecture in this regard should be perceived
not only as a technique of forming the space but
also as a chance to create a system of meanings
and expressions [22].

- Identity tools utilised to distinguish mosques
among adjacent buildings:

When somebody looks for a mosque, he/she will
try to find a building with specific characteristics
and architectural elements. This in fact shows the
advantage of mosque historical elements,
especially dome and minaret which are the two
most powerful symbols of mosque architecture
[23]. Al-Qaradawi, an Islamic scholar, mentioned
that one of the characteristics required in
mosques is the uniqueness of its architecture
among other buildings [7]. This has the advantage
of guiding people to this kind of buildings. Thus,
mosque should be designed in a way that makes
mosque identity unquestionable.

- Microclimatic modifiers:

As argued above, the traditional architectural
elements are still used in the contemporary
mosque design. One way to give their existence
more value is to use them for serving design
sustainability. Sustainability is a comprehensive
term that encompasses several good causes that
are consistent with the mission of mosques. In its
core, sustainability means preserving resources
for the future generations and providing thermal
comfort for building occupants. Considering the
latter notion, several elements have been used in
mosque architecture to response to the local
climatic needs [24, 25]. This includes the
courtyard, possibly with a fountain in the middle
to create a microclimate, domed and vaulted

Mosque Architectural Elements

Main Elements
(Main prayer hall, minaret)

Complementary Elements
(Courtyard, ablution, female zone)

Additional Elements
(Caretaker room, library)

Detailing
(Niche, pulpit)
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In this context, mosque historical elements need
to be perceived in the contemporary context of
architecture as:
- Linking tools between the present and the spirit

of the Islamic history and civilisation
- Identity elements of the Islamic city
- Identity tools utilised to distinguish mosques

among adjacent buildings
- Microclimatic modifiers that emphasise the role of

mosque in promoting the concepts of
sustainability and green architecture.
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